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I am possibly the best 
marine mammal for 

visual surveys ☺!



Visual methods are…

• Dependent on day light

• Dependent on weather

• Temporally restricted (hard to automate recordings, so depends heavily on 
humans)

• Far from ideal for animals that spend most of their time submerged 



But since (most) marine mammals produce 
(“easily” identifiable) species specific sounds, 
and these can be identified often further away 
that visual detections can occur,  passive 
acoustic density estimation has seen huge 
developments in the last decade.

Here we focus on distance sampling developments, but a range of other applications for 
passive acoustic data, including major developments in spatially explicit capture 
recapture methods, have also been developed 





Passive acoustic distance sampling

Actually, nothing new there, people have been doing it for many many years 
with birds!



A key aspect of those forest studies always has been that the focus of 
the survey, the object of interest, were the animals themselves

Therefore key constraints were animal movement and double counting 
of animals
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The use of passive acoustics distance sampling for marine mammals greatly leveraged on 
switching the focus from animals to cues (here the individual sounds)

So was that something new from acoustics?
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… not really  ☺!



Cue counting: using whale blows to estimate whale abundance (needs 
a blow rate production)



First output from 
DECAF project







Each click produced by a 
tagged whale was 
detected, or not, in the 
surrounding 
hydrophones

We don’t know the 
distances to detected 
clicks, but we can model 
the detection probability 
and get a detection 
probability! 



Exactly the same detection function concept, just estimated with a different type of 
data (detected vs. non detected, i.e. a logistic regression)

Why not straightforward distance sampling?

Because distances could not be directly obtained 
from the detected sounds.

Well… not often… but sometimes they can!









Big No No’s!

3 sensors…

Cue rate from another time 
and another place





Gliders and drifters – not as fast as a line transect, not as slow as a point transect

ongoing work related to methods development





Take Home Messages

Passive acoustics can have significant advantages over visual based methods, especially for 
deep divers

Passive acoustic monitoring of marine mammals is now routinely applied, but density 
estimates still not routinely implemented

Distance sampling is a go-to method if distances to sounds can be obtained (or detection 
function estimated any other way – experiments and sound propagation models)

Both towed systems and bottom mounted systems being routinely used, but drifting buoys 
and gliders likely to catch up soon 

Key issue (for cue based methods) is lack of knowledge about cue rate production – if you 
are interested on this come talk to me about ACCURATE


